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Background Information on risk selection is important for the regulation and development of supplemental private health insurance (PHI). The research on risk selection into supplemental PHI has been documented in several...
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Introduction

China-Pakistan all-weather friendship began with the formal diplomatic relations in 1950 and got strengthened in the subsequent decades. It proved to be an all-weather friendship when both of the states stood by each other in tough times. The two nuclear states of the Asian continent do not have much in common in terms of their culture, language, customs and religion unlike India and Pakistan who have a lot more in common. Yet the relations between China and Pakistan have been described with phrases like an “Iron bond”, “all-weather friendship”, “Pak-China friendship”, “Deeper than oceans and higher than Himalayas”, “a friendship that has flourished like a tree growing tall and strong”.

More Like This

- Students’ Perception of Terrorism and Liberal Narrative in Pakistan.
- A Republican Foreign Policy: With a lower-case “Y”.
- UK looks to Australia on espionage.
  The Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney, Australia), Dec. 21, 2019.
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Introduction

China-Pakistan all-weather friendship began with the formal diplomatic relations in 1950 and got strengthened in the subsequent decades. It proved to be an all-weather friendship when both of the states stood by each other in tough times. The two nuclear states of the Asian continent do not have much in common in terms of their culture, language, customs and religion unlike India and Pakistan who have a lot more in common. Yet the relations between China and Pakistan have been described with phrases like an “iron bond”, “all-weather friendship”, “Pak-China friendship”, “closer than oceans and higher than Himalayas”, “a friendship that has flourished like a tree growing tall and strong”.

多年来，不仅巴基斯坦，而且公众舆论都反驳了这种信念，即“在国际事务中，国家没有永久的敌人或朋友”。最有趣的是，根据“巴基斯坦的意识形态”、“宗教”和“巴基斯坦军事力量”，中巴关系也被列入“圣牛”之列，这使其不受批评。
Over the years not only the state of Pakistan but also the public sentiments are a counter-reflection of the belief that "in international affairs states do not have permanent friends or foes". Most interestingly, on the lines of "Pakistan's ideology", "religion" and "Pakistan Military Forces", the China-Pakistan relations have also made it to the list of the "sacred cows" making it immune to criticism.

Since the conception days and starting of the development projects under One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative and China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) the academics, foreign policy experts, journalists and analysts alike are looking at the projects with an inquisitive anticipation of how the locals are going to benefit from these multibillion projects of networking and regional connectivity. The Baloch are obviously a major part of the local population from where the western CPEC route is expected to link the Chinese city of Kashgar with Gwadar.

The basic aim of this paper is to look at "if" and "how" is the Baloch community of Balochistan province going to benefit from CPEC. For that purpose I have extensively reviewed available literature on the developmental projects of CPEC and OBOR, the history between two countries, the regional connectivity models like EU and ASEAN, the Baloch community in Pakistan and their socio-political and economic grievances, the past experiences of the Baloch with respect to the federal government and development projects. Although there was a lot of literature available commenting on the benefits and feasibility of the CPEC projects in Pakistan but there was a lack of research on how CPEC is directly going to impact the lives and lifestyles of locals particularly the Baloch people.
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